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The research paper focuses on climate change and flooding problems, effecting millions of people and infrastructure especially densely populated coastal area around the world. Majorly effecting urban poor, slums/neglected communities. Now challenge for coastal cities is to adapt as per climate change and extend cities on water and ground. The research is primarily focused on the coastal city region of Mumbai, India.

The main aspect of this paper is to study and understand typologies to adapt on ground and water by hybrid method for climate responsive, cost-effective and energy-efficient building to extend cities on water and ground.

The quest is to make hybrid flexible typologies based on local environment, socio-economic status, context and local materials. The typology design form, space and functional organization are in course of human behavior (time, space and activity) of the area, which can be adapted as per rising sea level, family growth and need. It does so through with fusion of design, science, engineering and technology along with people participation in building.

The term “adaptive architecture and urbanism” meaning adapting and building as per budget available, adapt to community need, adapt to climate, adapt to place and
context, adapting to architecture level to urban scale. This research paper is a chapter of PhD study at TU Innsbruck, Institute of experimental Architecture, Hochbau.
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